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Don’t feed your lab animals like field mice.

Grain-based lab animal diet formulas change to account for geographic and seasonal variations in the macronutrient content of the ingredients. These formula changes can lead to variation in the levels of phytoestrogens, heavy metals, and other xenobiotic compounds that ride-along with these ingredients.

Purified-ingredient OpenSource Diet formulas are completely open and only change at the researcher’s request, allowing them to report exactly what their animals are fed, repeat their experiments, and revise dietary components while matching previous diets. Don’t feed your lab animals like field mice -- Feed your lab animals OpenSource Diets®. Contact our Resource Center at info@researchdiets.com to learn more.
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"Our customers demand the best when it comes to service and they rely on us to keep their inventories at the appropriate levels all year around, whether they place their orders monthly or have a standing order."
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We’ve built strong business relationships based on trust and dependable service. No one understands our customer needs like we do and they know that LabDiet® has an unparalleled reputation for offering the best animal nutrition diets along with the broadest selection of research formulas in the business.
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